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Let our gardens
be your canvas
I am delighted to join Bord Bia as the new Head

A limited number of small, medium and large

of Bord Bia Bloom and Brand Partnerships.

show gardens are now available for sponsorship

This is an exciting opportunity to work with

in 2023 and Bord Bia is inviting ambitious and

our experienced event management team and

inventive brands to bring their stories to the

festival partners to shape the direction of Bord

festival. Together we can celebrate the start of

Bia Bloom. Our shared vision is to make Bord Bia

summer with an inspiring garden that will provide

Bloom a world-class, uplifting and innovative

you with an opportunity to engage with over

horticulture, food and drink experience with

100,000 consumers.

nature and sustainable living at its heart.

Laura Douglas

Our prestigious show gardens will continue

Head of Bord Bia Bloom & Brand Partnerships,

to be the centrepiece of the festival and the

Bord Bia

focal point of visitor and media attention.
Here you have a blank canvas to tell your story
through the colourful and creative medium
of horticulture, partnering with Bord Bia, the
Bloom management team, and a leading Irish
or international garden designer to create a
living platform for your brand.

Our audience
Our ﬂagship show gardens are the star attraction of Bord Bia Bloom, with 71% of visitors
surveyed reporting that they were the primary reason they attended the festival in 2022
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First-time visitors

92%

89%
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93%

were very satisﬁed or satisﬁed
with Bord Bia Bloom

plan to return

visited primarily to see
the show gardens

feel it is important that Bord Bia Bloom
is a sustainable event

2022 Media Coverage

991 pieces across print, digital,
broadcast, and social media

88 million reach

2022 Media Partners

€3.7m AVE

President Michael D Higgins, Patron of Bord Bia Bloom,
and Sabina Higgins pictured at the FBD Insurance
Deep Play Garden, designed by Niall Maxwell
and Marina Andreeva, at Bord Bia Bloom 2018.

Show garden
sponsorship
benefits
As a show garden sponsor, you will join an
exclusive collection of brands, organisations
and agencies who occupy a prime position
at the heart of Bord Bia Bloom. Show garden
sponsorship enables you to:
Position your brand centre stage at this high-calibre
national event which is attended by leading politicians,
thought-leaders, and national and international media
Use your garden as a springboard to launch new
products, research or campaigns
Entertain valued customers, stakeholders, and team
members at your show garden or hold receptions in one
of the Bloom hospitality outlets*
Receive a ticket allocation which you can use to invite
clients and stakeholders
Purchase additional guest tickets at a preferential rate

* Subject to availability. Please note, hospitality opportunities are
limited and are allocated on a first come, first served basis.

Fruit Juice Matters Garden
designed by Kevin Dennis,
at Bord Bia Bloom 2018

Show garden
sponsorship
package
Show garden sponsors receive:

Your Investment

Naming rights and full use of the show garden

Sponsoring a show garden can be a standalone

3m x 3m marquee adjacent to the show garden
Branding on the Bord Bia Bloom website and Bord Bia
Bloom Show Guide, including a dedicated overview of
your show garden

investment or form part of a broader multi-year
strategic partnership with Bord Bia Bloom. The
estimated costs refer to the design and build of your
garden and final costs will be determined by the size,
Bord Bia does not charge ground rent for gardens

Bord Bia Bloom Show Guide — including dedicated

at Bloom.

Complimentary tickets
Exhibitor wristbands
Tickets to an Evening at Bloom

Medium Show Garden
Cost: €40,000 — €70,000+

scope and ambition of your project. Please note,

Branding on the Bord Bia Bloom website and
garden pages featuring your logo

Small Show Garden
Cost: €20,000 — €25,000+

Large Show Garden
Cost: €70,000 — €120,000+

Bord Iascaigh Mhara’s Sustainable Seafood Garden
designed by Andrew Dunne, at Bord Bia Bloom 2018

Our sponsors’
experiences
“Over a number of years Santa Rita Estates has

We take great pride in developing collaborative relationships
with our sponsors, helping them to create standout show gardens.
Here’s what some of our partners have said about Bord Bia Bloom:

developed a strong working relationship with
Bord Bia Bloom (2013-2019). In recent years
we increased our involvement and investment.
Evolving out of working with a trusted partner,
“Bord Bia Bloom is such a unique event, you can’t

“Our garden at Bord Bia Bloom 2022 was huge

“From my first visit to Bord Bia Bloom, as a

success for Croí, the West of Ireland charity which

gardener, I knew I would go back every year.

sponsored the garden, as it provided us with a

Then, through work, I had the opportunity to

unique opportunity to tell our cardiovascular story

commission gardens and that has been one of

and bring our message about heart health to a

the most exciting and rewarding parts of my

massive audience. Not only did we engage with

working life. Bloom for me is about creativity

tens of thousands of visitors during the festival,

and expression on a big stage. It speaks to our

we also got a significant pick up in the media.

connection to the natural world and it celebrates

One of the biggest benefits of sponsoring a show

who we are.”

garden at Bloom is the platform it gives you to
reach out to the general public, as well as our
nation's leaders and decision makers. Both the
President of Ireland and the Taoiseach visited our
Croí garden, and this gave us a unique opportunity
to discuss with them our mission and how by
working together, we can improve people's
heart health.”
Professor Derek O’Keeffe,
Consultant Physician,
University Hospital Galway
Designer of Croí — The Cardiovascular Garden
at Bord Bia Bloom 2022

Nick Costello,
General Manager,
Universal Pictures Ireland

the company tested the event in 2013 in a low-

compare it to any other. It is this uniqueness that

key manner through brand activations. The ability

allows us to tell a story each year and to engage

and sensitivity of the Bloom team to our short-

with the public in a meaningful way. The people

and medium-term needs created an environment

who come to Bord Bia Bloom are genuinely

where we were happy to create extra investment.

interested in seeing the garden and hearing

That initial approach developed into the creation

what you have to say. The show gardens are

of a programme of show gardens and activations,

such a creative platform and there are so many

investing in Irish landscape designers and

touchpoints that you can use to engage with

ultimately, after six years, to the largest ever

people and get your message across, from the PR in

show garden at Bord Bia Bloom.”

the lead up to the show to the sheer numbers that
pass your garden over the weekend. We engaged a
monitoring agency to evaluate our coverage in the

Terry Pennington,
Regional Export Director Asia, Africa, Middle East, Europe,
Santa Rita Estates

build up to and following Bloom 2019 and learned

2022 with a medium-sized garden which was
designed to reflect a real Irish dairy farm, a timeless
depiction of Irish rural life brilliantly brought to life
by our garden designer Sean Russell. Our number
one objective was to tell the story of sustainable
dairy production in Ireland through a garden.
It turned out to be an extremely successful project
for us as we found the mostly urban visitors to
Bloom were really captivated by the garden and
the fact that it brought people back to a moment
in time and they could immediately relate to it.

that we received PR valued at €1.5m.”
“The ALDI Sustainable For-rest Garden was our first
Jennifer Cimerman,
Director of Communications and Engagement,
Marie Keating Foundation

“We exhibited for the first time at Bord Bia Bloom

garden entry at Bord Bia Bloom. The garden was
designed by Tünde Perry, whom, along with the
ALDI team, received excellent support from the
Bloom team throughout the process. This made
the whole experience even more enjoyable.”
John Curtin,
Group Buying Director,
ALDI Ireland

The event is brilliantly managed from start to finish
and the publicity and feedback we received was
excellent. We hope to return again next year.”
Cathy Curran,
Head of Communications,
National Dairy Council

Life is Rosé by Santa Rita
Living la Vida 120 Garden
designed by Alan Rudden,
at Bord Bia Bloom 2018

The Grounded — Growing Conversations Around Mental Illness Garden
designed by Maeve O’Neill and sponsored by Janssen in association
with Aware and See Change at Bord Bia Bloom 2019

Meet the team

Kerrie Gardiner
Show Gardens & Horticulture Content Manager

Laura Douglas

A chartered landscape architect with a background

Head of Bord Bia Bloom & Brand Partnerships

in horticulture, Kerrie brings 25 years’ experience

Laura joined Bord Bia in 2022 as Head of
Bord Bia Bloom and Brand Partnerships. She is an

Garret Buckley

experienced marketeer with a proven track record

Sponsorship Manager

delivering growth across some of the world’s
leading brands. Laura was responsible for the
creation and launch of the Guinness Open Gate
Brewery as part of transforming Guinness into

Alan Murphy

Garret was an integral part of the events team

Head of Operations

last 14 years he has worked with many companies

that launched Bord Bia Bloom in 2007. Over the
establishing new and innovative elements to

in the design and landscape profession to
Bord Bia Bloom. As well as competently executing
and overseeing the major curation role, Kerrie can
effectively manage and communicate with the vast

John Hick
Retail Sales & Ticketing Manager

range of individuals who contribute to the delivery

John brings more than 30 years’ experience

of the Bord Bia Bloom show gardens. She works

in event management, sales and marketing to

hand-in-hand with sponsors to ensure their gardens

Bord Bia Bloom, garnered over a long career

deliver on their objectives and provide maximum

working on major events such as the Dublin Horse

return on their investment.

Show, the World Show Jumping Championships,

a vibrant and dynamic innovator. She was also

Alan has served as Head of Operations for

instrumental in the development and success of

Bord Bia Bloom for the past 16 years. He has over

some of Ireland’s most popular events, including

30 years’ experience of major event operations and

the Carlsberg Cat Laughs and the Vodafone

financial control in Ireland, the UK and the US. His

Comedy Festival. Recognised for her breakthrough

calm and logical approach to budgeting, preparing

strategic thinking and excellent relationship

and implementing event plans is a trademark of his

the event. John also manages the Bloom Motoring

building skills, she delivers growth-driving

management of Bord Bia Bloom’s operations. Alan

Partner and all aspects of ticketing and entrancing.

business outcomes and best-in-class experiences.

is also responsible for developing and implementing
many of the sustainable practices at the festival.

the event, most recently the BBQ Bliss Area in
association with Tesco. Garret has an unbridled

and the Eurovision Song Contest. A member of

capacity for creativity and vision, which has resulted

the Bord Bia Bloom management team since the

in the continued success of Bord Bia Bloom.

festival’s inception, he leads exhibition sales at

The Blackwater Gin Garden
designed by Peter Cowell
and Monty Richardson,
at Bord Bia Bloom 2019

Previous sponsors
We have been proud to work with many of Ireland’s top brands over the last 14 live events

Be part of the success
of Bord Bia Bloom
Contact us to learn more about sponsoring a show garden
Kerrie Gardiner

Garret Buckley

Show Gardens & Horticulture Content Manager

Sponsorship Manager

kerrie.gardiner@bordbiabloom.com

garret.buckley@bordbiabloom.com

+353 86 130 4170

+353 86 246 5093
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